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Abstract
The prognosis of gallbladder cancer (GBC) remains poor, and a better understanding of GBC molecular mechanisms is
important. Genome sequencing of human GBC has demonstrated that loss-of-function mutations of E74-like ETS
transcription factor 3 (ELF3) are frequently observed, with ELF3 considered to be a tumour suppressor in GBC. To
clarify the underlying molecular mechanisms by which ELF3 suppresses GBC development, we performed in vivo
analysis using a combination of autochthonous and allograft mouse models. We first evaluated the clinical
significance of ELF3 expression in human GBC tissues and found that low ELF3 expression was associated with
advanced clinical stage and deep tumour invasion. For in vivo analysis, we generated Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D;
Trp53R172H; Elf3f/f (KPCE) mice and Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D; Trp53R172H; Elf3wt/wt (KPC) mice as a control and analysed
their gallbladders histologically. KPCE mice developed larger papillary lesions in the gallbladder than those developed
by KPC mice. Organoids established from the gallbladders of KPCE and KPC mice were analysed in vitro. RNA
sequencing showed upregulated expression of epiregulin (Ereg) in KPCE organoids, and western blotting revealed
that EGFR/mechanical targets of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) were upregulated in KPCE organoids. In addition,
ChIP assays on Elf3-overexpressing KPCE organoids showed that ELF3 directly regulated Ereg. Ereg deletion in KPCE
organoids (using CRISPR/Cas9) induced EGFR/mTORC1 downregulation, indicating that ELF3 controlled EGFR/
mTORC1 activity through regulation of Ereg expression. We also generated allograft mouse models using KPCE
and KPC organoids and found that KPCE organoid allograft tumours exhibited poorly differentiated structures with
mTORC1 upregulation and mesenchymal phenotype, which were suppressed by Ereg deletion. Furthermore, EGFR/
mTORC1 inhibition suppressed cell proliferation and epithelial–mesenchymal transition in KPCE organoids. Our
results suggest that ELF3 suppresses GBC development via downregulation of EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 signalling. EGFR/
mTORC1 inhibition is a potential therapeutic option for GBC with ELF3 mutation.
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Pathological Society of Great
Britain and Ireland.
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Introduction

Gallbladder cancer (GBC) is the most common type of
biliary tract cancer (BTC) with high lethality [1].
Its poor prognosis is partially attributed to the anatom-
ical characteristics of the gallbladder. Lack of both
submucosal and serosal layers on the hepatic side of
gallbladder facilitates tumour invasion and metastasis,
which is associated with diagnosis at an advanced

stage [2]. Lack of adequately effective therapies
remains a major cause of poor prognosis of GBC.
Although several efforts have been made to establish
effective therapies, the 5-year survival rate of GBC
remains under 30% [3]. To improve the prognosis,
understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying
GBC formation and identifying new therapeutic targets
are important.

Several studies on genome sequencing of BTC, includ-
ing GBC, recently revealed that many significantly altered
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genes were included in the erb-b2 receptor tyrosine
kinase (ERBB) pathway [4–6]. The ERBB family com-
prises four receptor tyrosine kinases: EGFR/ERBB1,
ERBB2, ERBB3, and ERBB4 [7,8]. Activated ERBB
stimulates various downstream pathways, such as the
RAS/MAPK and PI3K/AKT pathways, which are
involved in the development of many types of human
cancers [7–10]. GBCs that harbour genemutations in the
ERBB pathway are associated with worse prognosis;
therefore, the ERBB pathway is an important factor in
GBC development [4].

Integrated genomic analysis of human GBC revealed
that E74-like ETS transcription factor 3 (ELF3) is the
second most frequently mutated gene and is altered in up
to 20% of samples [6]. Other genome sequencing
analyses also demonstrated that ELF3 was highly
mutated in extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma and ampul-
lary carcinoma [5,11]. ELF3 is an epithelium-specific
transcription factor belonging to the ETS transcription
family and is involved in various physiological func-
tions, such as cell differentiation/proliferation, cell cycle
adjustment, apoptosis, and angiogenesis, in normal tis-
sues [12]. In cancers, various malignancies harbour
ELF3 alterations [13]. ELF3 plays an important role in
cancer development; however, whether ELF3 functions
as a tumour suppressor or promoter depends on the
primary organ [13–20]. In BTCs, including GBC, most
ELF3 mutations are the loss-of-function type, such as
frameshifts and stop gains [5,6,11]. Moreover, xeno-
grafts of ELF3-overexpressing human BTC cells
showed a better-differentiated tubular structure than that
seen in control cells [21]. Thus, ELF3 is considered a
suppressor of tumour development and epithelial–
mesenchymal transition (EMT) in BTC; however, the
molecular mechanism by which ELF3 suppress BTC
development and EMT has not been fully elucidated.

In this study, we show that ELF3 plays a tumour-
suppressive role in GBC development in mice. ELF3
negatively regulates mRNA expression of Ereg, the
gene-encoding ligand of ERBB receptors, and
consequently suppresses EGFR/mTOR complex
1 (mTORC1) activity.

Materials and methods

Study approval
This study was conducted in compliance with the
Helsinki Declaration and the Ethical Guidelines for
Medical and Health Research Involving Human
Subjects. The protocol was approved by the Human
Ethics Review Committee of Kyoto University
Hospital (Approval No. G616). Informed consent
was obtained from all patients with an opt-out method.
All experiments with mice were approved by the
Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments and
performed in accordance with the guidelines of the
Animal Experiments of Kyoto University (Approval
No. 22581).

Patients
GBC specimens were obtained from surgically
resected or liver biopsy tissues of 85 consecutive
patients admitted to Kyoto University Hospital
(Kyoto, Japan) between November 2004 and October
2020. Patientmedical recordswere reviewed from their
first visit to our institute until November 2021, loss to
follow-up, or death. The detailed clinical information
of patients with GBC is shown in supplementary mate-
rial, Table S1.

Mice
Pdx1-Cre [22], LSL-KrasG12D [23], and LSL-Trp53R172H

mice [24] were established as described previously.
Elf3 flox mice (C57BL/6N-Elf3tm1a(KOMP)Wtsi, RRID:
MMRRC_047524-UCD) were purchased from UC Davis
KOMP Repository (Davis, CA, USA) and crossed with
B6-Tg (CAG-FLPe)36 mice to delete the inserted cassette
floxed by the FRT site. NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/Jcl mice
were purchased from CLEA Japan (Tokyo, Japan). All
mice were maintained in a specific-pathogen-free facility
at theKyotoUniversity Faculty ofMedicine (Kyoto, Japan)
with food andwater provided ad libitum.Micewere housed
at two to six per cage irrespective of their genotype and
used without distinction of sex. For the gallbladder histo-
logical analysis, 9 or 10mice per groupwere sacrificed after
fasting for 2 h. For 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-
galactoside (X-gal, Wako, Osaka, Japan) staining of
the biliary tract, threePdx1-Cre;Rosa26LSL-LacZmice were
used. For organoid establishment, three or four mice were
used in each organoid group.

Semiquantification of immunostaining intensity in
human GBC samples
For the semiquantification of immunostaining intensity
in human GBC samples, the dominant immunostaining
intensity was determined on a scale of 0 to 3:
0 = negative, 1 = weak, 2 = moderate, 3 = strong.
For ELF3 semiquantification, moderate intensity was
defined as one similar to that of normal gallbladder epithe-
lial cells, and low and high expression of ELF3 were
defined as staining intensities of 0–1 and 2–3, respectively.
Scoring was performed by two investigators.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. Statistical com-
parisons between groups were performed using
Student’s t-test, paired t-test, or one-way ANOVA test.
P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All
statistical analyses were performed using either
GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA,
RRID:SCR_002798) or R version 4.0.3. Overall sur-
vival (OS) was defined as the interval from the date of
diagnosis to the date of death or censoring for any cause
and estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method. The
difference between the two groups was calculated using
the Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon test. Hazard ratios were
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calculated using Cox proportional hazards regression
analysis (Mantel–Haenszel method).
Further descriptions of allograft mouse models,

histology, organoids and cell lines, lentivirus transfec-
tion, RNA isolation and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq),
western blot analyses, RT-qPCR, ChIP, cell prolifera-
tion assays, scratch assays, invasion assays, and analysis
of human GBC RNA-seq data can be found in
Supplementary materials and methods. The antibodies
and primer sets used in this study are listed in supple-
mentary material, Tables S2 and S3, respectively.

Results

Low ELF3 expression in GBC is associated with
advanced clinical stage and deep invasion of
tumours
To elucidate ELF3 expression in epithelial cells of
gallbladder and other parts of the extrahepatic biliary
tract (EHBT) in humans, we performed immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) on normal human tissues. ELF3 was
expressed in the epithelial cells of the EHBT, including
the gallbladder, extrahepatic bile duct (EHBD), and
papilla of Vater (Figure 1A). We also examined tissues
from patients with chronic cholecystitis and precancer-
ous lesions of the EHBT and revealed that ELF3 was
also expressed in the epithelial cells of these tissues
(Figure 1A).
Next, to evaluate ELF3 expression in GBC tissues,

we performed IHC on GBC tissues obtained from GBC
patients and semiquantitatively evaluated staining
intensity (supplementary material, Table S1). Low
ELF3 expression was observed in more than half of
all samples (Figure 1B). We further investigated the
clinical significance of ELF3 expression by comparing
the clinical characteristics of the low- and high-
ELF3-expression groups. Notably, low ELF3 expres-
sion was associated with advanced clinical stage and
deep tumour invasion (Table 1). The Kaplan–Meier
method and Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon test demon-
strated that the OS of the low-ELF3-expression group
(median: 672 days) tended to be shorter than that of the
high-ELF3-expression group (median: 1,713 days;
Figure 1C). These results suggest that ELF3 plays a
tumour-suppressive role in human GBC, especially in
terms of tumour invasiveness.

ELF3 is not essential for the development and
maintenance of the EHBT in mice
Pdx1 is expressed in embryonic extrahepatic biliary epi-
thelial cells [25], and Cre recombinase expression driven
by the Pdx1 promoter in extrahepatic biliary epithelial cells
was confirmed using X-gal staining on the EHBT of adult
Pdx1-Cre; Rosa26LSL-LacZ mice (supplementary material,
Figure S1). Therefore, we generatedPdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f mice
to investigate the functional role of ELF3 in EHBT devel-
opment (supplementary material, Figure S2A). The EHBT

of Pdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f mice showed no obvious changes in
gross appearance or histological abnormalities compared
with that of control Pdx1-Cre; Elf3wt/wt mice (supplemen-
tary material, Figure S2B,C). IHC for ELF3 revealed
that, similar to that in human tissues, ELF3 was expressed
in extrahepatic biliary epithelial cells of control mice and
confirmed that Elf3 was efficiently deleted in the extrahe-
patic biliary epithelial cells in Pdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f mice (sup-
plementary material, Figure S2C).

To investigate the role of ELF3 in EHBT homeosta-
sis, we evaluated these mice at 1 year of age. The
EHBT of Pdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f mice showed no changes
in gross appearance or histological abnormalities com-
pared with that of control mice, and IHC for ELF3
showed that Elf3-deleted extrahepatic biliary cells were
maintained in Pdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f mice (supplementary
material, Figure S2D). These data suggest that ELF3 is
not essential for EHBT development and homeostasis
in mice.

Elf3 deletion accelerates tumourigenesis in the
gallbladder in the context of Kras and Trp53
mutation in mice
TP53 is the most frequently mutated gene and is found
altered in half of human GBC cases [4,6]. Therefore, we
generated Pdx1-Cre; Trp53R172H; Elf3f/f (PCE) mice and
Pdx1-Cre; Trp53R172H; Elf3wt/wt (PC) mice as controls
to evaluate whether Elf3 deletion and Trp53 mutation
cause tumourigenesis in the gallbladder (supplementary
material, Figure S3A). Although the supranuclear
mucinous change in gallbladder epithelial cells in PCE
mice at 40–45 weeks of age was slightly more prominent
than that in PC mice, neither PCE nor PC mice showed
obvious tumour formation in the EHBT (supplementary
material, Figure S3B,C). This indicates that Trp53 inac-
tivation is not sufficient to cause tumour formation in the
gallbladder of mice, regardless of the presence or
absence of Elf3, and additional oncogenic driver muta-
tions are essential.

In human GBC, several substantially altered genes
have been identified in the ERBB/RAS/PI3K pathway,
including KRAS [4,6], and oncogenic KrasG12D muta-
tions have been reported to induce gallbladder adenomas
in mice [26]. Therefore, we generated Pdx1-Cre;
KrasG12D; Trp53R172H; Elf3f/f (KPCE) mice and
Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D; Trp53R172H; Elf3wt/wt (KPC) con-
trol mice (Figure 2A). While KPC mice are widely
accepted models of pancreatic ductal cancer [27], we
used them to investigate the impact of Elf3 deletion on
Kras activation and Trp53 inactivation in the gallbladder
epithelium. At 16–18 weeks of age, the gallbladder wall
of KPCE mice was thicker than that of KPC mice
(Figure 2B). Histologically, massive papillary lesions
were observed in KPCE mice, whereas papillary lesions
in KPC mice were relatively thin (Figure 2C). The occu-
pancy rate of papillary lesions in the gallbladder lumen
was significantly higher in KPCE mice than in KPC
mice (Figure 2D). Furthermore, the epithelial cells in
KPCE mice showed a higher grade of cellular atypia
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than those in KPC mice and exhibited pleomorphic
nuclei with anisonucleosis and distinct nucleoli, whereas
those in KPC mice showed almost no atypical change

(Figure 2C). These results indicate that Elf3 deletion
accelerates tumourigenesis in the gallbladder in the con-
text of Kras and Trp53 mutations in mice.

Figure 1. ELF3 expression of human EHBT tissues. (A) Representative immunostaining for ELF3 in non-tumour tissues (left) and
precancerous lesion tissues (right) of human EHBT. Non-tumour tissues include normal gallbladder, EHBD, papilla of Vater,
and chronic cholecystitis. Precancerous lesions include biliary intraepithelial neoplasia (BilIN), adenoma, intracystic papillary
neoplasm (ICPN), and intraductal papillary neoplasm of bile duct (IPNB). Scale bars, 100 μm. (B) Representative immunostaining
for ELF3 in human gallbladder cancer and scaling of dominant staining intensity. Scale bars, 100 μm. (C) Kaplan–Meier curves of
overall survival of low and high ELF3 expression groups (n = 45 and 40, respectively). P = 0.0874, Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon test.
See also Table 1 and supplementary material, Table S1, for clinical information of GBC patients and differences between the
two groups.
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ERBB signalling pathway is upregulated in KPCE
organoids and ELF3 directly downregulates Ereg and
Areg expression
We further investigated the mechanism underlying
tumour formation in the gallbladders of KPCE mice
before the development of papillary lesions using
organoids generated from the gallbladder epithelium of
KPC and KPCE mice at 10–11 weeks of age
(Figure 3A). A previous report revealed that EGF and
FGF removal from the culture medium could efficiently
select tumour organoids harbouringKRASmutation [28],
and thus we used serum-free culture medium without
EGF or FGF for organoid culture and confirmed the
recombination of KrasG12D and Trp53R172H alleles and
efficient selection of organoids (supplementary material,
Figure S4A). In addition, to verify that these organoids
were derived from gallbladder epithelial cells, we also
established organoids from the common bile duct of the
same mice and evaluated mRNA expression of the
gallbladder and common bile duct organoids using
RT-qPCR (supplementary material, Figure S4B).
RT-qPCR revealed that the gallbladder-derived
organoids had higher levels of the gallbladder-specific
marker Sox17 and lower levels of the common bile duct-
specific markers Slc28a3 and Kcne3 compared to those
in the common bile duct organoids (supplementary
material, Figure S4C) [29], indicating that the gallblad-
der organoids could be established without contamina-
tion by epithelial cells from other regions of the
bile duct.
To investigate the underlying transcript changes in the

gallbladders of KPCE mice before the development of
papillary lesions, RNA-seq was performed on the

gallbladder organoids (Figure 3B). Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) demonstrated that the ERBB signalling
pathway was significantly enriched in KPCE organoids
compared to that in KPC organoids (Figure 3C). In
addition, EMT-related genes tended to be enriched in
KPCE organoids (Figure 3C). Kyoto Encyclopaedia of
Genes and Genomes pathway analysis also revealed that
the ERBB signalling pathway and the downstream
PI3K/AKT and MAPK signalling pathways were signif-
icantly enriched in KPCE organoids (Figure 3D).
Among the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in
the ERBB signalling pathway in KPCE organoids, we
focused on Ereg and Areg (Figure 3E). Ereg and Areg
encode epiregulin (EREG) and amphiregulin (AREG),
respectively, which are members of the EGF family of
proteins and ligands of the ERBB receptors. EREG
and AREG can upregulate ERBB downstream
PI3K/AKT/mTORC1 and RAS/MAPK pathways and
are involved in cancer progression [8,30,31]. Based on
these findings, we hypothesised that ELF3 downregulates
Ereg and Areg expression and consequently suppresses
the downstream signalling pathway of ERBB receptors.

Totest thishypothesis,wegeneratedElf3-overexpressing
KPCE(KPCE-Elf3OE)organoids.RT-qPCRanalysis con-
firmed that Elf3 mRNA levels were increased and Ereg
mRNA levels were significantly decreased in KPCE-Elf3
OE organoids compared with those in KPCE organoids
(Figure 3F). Areg mRNA levels tended to be lower in
KPCE-Elf3OEorganoids than inKPCE organoids, though
not significantly (Figure 3F). Furthermore, ChIP assays
performed on KPCE-Elf3 OE organoids clarified that
ELF3 directly bound to Ereg and Areg promoter regions
(Figure 3G). These results indicate that ELF3 directly
downregulates Ereg andAregmRNA expression.

EGFR/mTORC1 signal and EMT are upregulated in
KPCE gallbladder tumours
To further study the ERBB downstream signalling path-
ways, we generated organoids from the gallbladder of
KPC and KPCE mice at 16–18 weeks of age and
performed several analyses on these organoids
(Figure 4A). RT-qPCR analysis revealed decreased
Cdh1 expression and increased expression of Snai1
and Cd133 in KPCE organoids, indicating that dediffer-
entiation and EMT were induced in KPCE organoids
(Figure 4B). We next evaluated their proliferation abil-
ities. Consistent with the result of histological analysis
on mouse models, KPCE organoids showed a tendency
toward higher proliferation than KPC organoids in pro-
liferation assays (Figure 4C). We also evaluated the
protein expression levels of the pathways using western
blotting of proteins from these organoids. Interestingly,
the phosphorylated EGFR (p-EGFR) level was
increased in KPCE organoids (Figure 4D). Ribosomal
protein S6 (RPS6) kinase (RPS6K) and eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1
(4E-BP1), the main downstream targets of mTORC1,
were also highly phosphorylated in KPCE organoids
(Figure 4D). Additionally, the expression of the

Table 1. Association between histological ELF3 expression and
clinicopathological characteristics in GBC patients.

Low ELF3
expression
(n = 45)

High ELF3
expression
(n = 40)

P value

Sex, male/female, n 25/20 15/25 0.128
Median age (range), years 70 (44–88) 73 (49–85) 0.142
Clinical stage (UICC 8th), n

0/I/II/III/IVA/IVB 6/2/7/14/2/14 4/6/14/5/0/11
0, I, II versus III, IVA, IVB 15/30 24/16 0.0172*

T stage, (UICC 8th), n
Tis/T1/T2/T3/T4 6/2/9/23/5 4/6/17/8/5
Tis, T1, T2 versus T3, T4 17/28 27/13 0.00895**

N stage (UICC 8th), n
N0/N1/N2 23/21/1 28/11/1 0.125

M stage (UICC 8th), n
M0/M1 31/14 29/11 0.813

Main histological type, n
pap, tub1/tub2-3, por,
undiff/others

17/19/6 22/14/4 0.498

Initial treatment, n
Surgery/Chemotherapy/
BSC

40/4/1 33/7/0 0.335

Recurrence after resection, n
Yes/no 20/20 10/23 0.101

BSC, best supportive care; UICC, Union for International Cancer Control.
*p < 0.05;
**p < 0.01, Student’s t-test.
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mesenchymal marker proteins, N-cadherin, ZEB1, and
SNAI1, was higher in the KPCE than KPC organoids
(Figure 4D). To validate these results in mouse models,
we performed IHC on KPC and KPCE mice. Notably,
EREG, p-EGFR, phosphorylated RPS6 (p-RPS6), and
phosphorylated 4E-BP1 (p-4E-BP1) were highly
expressed in KPCE gallbladder (Figure 4E). These find-
ings suggest that EREG and p-EGFR expression are
increased by Elf3 deletion, which leads to mTORC1
upregulation and EMT in murine gallbladder organoids.

We further analysed the signalling pathways between
EGFR and mTORC1. The PI3K/AKT and RAS/MAPK
signalling pathways, which are main targets of ERBB
downstream signalling, activate mTORC1 [32]. In addi-
tion, AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) also mod-
ulates mTORC1 activity. AMPK is activated by
intracellular ATP/AMP level, low glucose level, hyp-
oxia, ischemia, and heat shock, and then suppresses
mTORC1 [32,33]. Western blotting revealed that phos-
phorylated PI3K and AKT levels were increased, while

the phosphorylated AMPK level was decreased in KPCE
organoids (Figure 4D). These findings indicate that
mTORC1 in KPCE organoids is modulated by several
signalling cascades, including PI3K/AKT and AMPK.
To validate this suggestion, we evaluated PI3K/AKT,
AMPK, and mTORC1 activity in KPCE organoids fol-
lowing administration of an EGFR inhibitor, afatinib.
Thus, EGFR inhibition induced PI3K/AKT suppression
and AMPK activation, both of which can suppress
mTORC1 activity (supplementary material, Figure S5).
This finding validates the idea that the EGFR signal
upregulated by Elf3 deletion activates mTORC1 activity
through PI3K/AKT and AMPK.

Elf3 deletion induces the dedifferentiation and
mesenchymal phenotype with EREG/EGFR/mTORC1
upregulation in allograft tumour models
Since KPC andKPCEmice died from pancreatic cancers
before gallbladder tumours progressed to invasive

Figure 2. Elf3 deletion accelerates tumourigenesis in gallbladder in context of Kras and Trp53 mutation in mice. (A) Genetic designs of KPC
(Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3wt/wt) and KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) mice. Arrowheads indicate loxP sites.
Cre-mediated deletion induces monoallelic mutation of Kras and Trp53 and biallelic deletion of Elf3. (B) Gross appearance of gallbladder of KPC
and KPCE mice at 16–18 weeks of age. (C) H&E staining and immunostaining for ELF3 in gallbladder tissues of KPC and KPCE mice at
16–18 weeks of age. Insets show higher-magnification images. Scale bars (left pictures), 1 mm; (middle and right pictures), 100 μm.
(D) Quantification of papillary lesion occupancy rates in gallbladder lumen of KPC and KPCE mice (n = 9 and 10, respectively). ***P < 0.01,
Student’s t-test. Occupancy rate was calculated as follows: 1 –inner-gallbladder cavity area/area enclosed by outermost layer of gallbladder wall.
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cancers, we could not evaluate the GBC phenotype
under the Elf3 deletion condition. To overcome this,
we generated a subcutaneous allograft mouse model
with KPC and KPCE organoids at 16–18 weeks of age
(Figure 5A). Although no significant difference in vol-
ume was observed between the allograft tumours
derived from KPC and KPCE organoids (Figure 5B),
histological analysis revealed that allograft KPC-derived

tumours had more cystic areas than those in KPCE-
derived tumours and the ratio of non-cystic to whole
sectional area tended to be greater in KPC than in
KPCE allograft tumours, suggesting that the accurate
volume of KPCE allograft tumours was larger than that
of KPC allograft tumours (Figure 5C). Furthermore,
allograft tumours of KPCE organoids showed poorly
differentiated structures, whereas allograft tumours of

Figure 3. The ERBB signalling pathway is upregulated in KPCE organoids, and ELF3 directly downregulates Ereg and Areg expression.
(A) Organoids were generated from gallbladder of KPC (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3wt/wt) and KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt;
Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) mice at 10–11 weeks of age. (B) Heat map showing DEGs calculated from RNA-seq data. (C) Enrichment plots from gene
set enrichment analysis showing that ERBB and EMT signalling pathways were upregulated in KPCE organoids. The normalised enrichment
score (NES), nominal p value, and false discovery rate (FDR) are shown in each plot. (D) Upregulated signalling pathways in KPCE organoids
analysed through Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis using DEGs calculated from RNA-seq data. (E) Upregulated
genes related to ERBB signalling pathway in KPCE organoids. Red and blue bars show the genes satisfied fold change ≥ 2 and < 2,
respectively. (F) RT-qPCR analysis of Elf3, Ereg, and Areg in KPCE and KPCE-Elf3 OE organoids (n = 4 in each group). The expression level
of each gene in KPCE and KPCE-Elf3 OE organoids is shown as a relative ratio to that of KPC organoids (n = 4). Means ± SEM. *P < 0.05,
paired t-test. (G) Schematic illustrations showing promoter regions of Ereg and Areg and PCR primer sets used in ChIP assay, demonstrating
that DNA fragments co-precipitated with anti-ELF3 antibody were amplified using PCR using primer sets specific for respective promotor
region. TSS, transcription start site.
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Figure 4. EGFR/mTORC1 signal and EMT are upregulated in KPCE gallbladder tumours. (A) Organoids were generated from gallbladder tissues
in KPC (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3wt/wt) and KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) mice at 16–18 weeks of age.
(B) RT-qPCR analysis on Elf3, an epithelial cell marker gene Cdh1, mesenchymal cell marker genes (Cdh2, Zeb1, and Snai1), and a cancer stem
cell marker gene Cd133 in KPC and KPCE organoids (n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t-test. (C) Cell
proliferation assay of KPC and KPCE organoids (n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. Student’s t-test. (D) Western blot analysis using proteins
extracted from KPC and KPCE organoids. (E) Representative immunostaining for EREG, p-EGFR, p-RPS6, and p-4E-BP1 in gallbladder tissues of
KPC and KPCE mice. Insets show higher-magnification images. Scale bars, 100 μm.
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Figure 5. Elf3 deletion induces dedifferentiation and mesenchymal phenotype with EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 upregulation in allograft tumour
models. (A) Schematic illustration of generation method and analysis schedule of allograft mouse model using KPC and KPCE organoids.
(B) Graph showing allograft tumour volumes of KPC and KPCE organoids (n = 6 and 9 in the KPC and KPCE group, respectively).
Means ± SEM are shown. (C) Representative H&E staining of allograft tumour cross sections for KPC and KPCE organoids and quantification
of non-cystic to sectional area ratio (n = 8 and 14 in KPC and KPCE groups, respectively). Scale bars, 1 mm. Means ± SEM. Student’s t-test.
(D) Representative H&E staining and immunostaining for ELF3, E-cadherin, N-cadherin, ZEB1, EREG, p-EGFR, p-RPS6, p-4E-BP1, and p-MAPK
in allograft tumour tissues of KPC and KPCE organoids. Insets show higher-magnification images. Scale bars, 100 μm. (E) Quantification of
poorly differentiated structure to sectional area ratio (n = 8 and 14 in KPC and KPCE group, respectively). Means ± SEM. **P < 0.01,
Student’s t-test.
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KPC organoids mainly exhibited tubular structures
(Figure 5D,E). IHC on KPCE allograft tumours revealed
decreased expression of epithelial cell markers such
as E-cadherin and increased expression of mesenchymal
cell markers such as N-cadherin and ZEB1 (Figure 5D).
IHC also confirmed that EREG, p-EGFR, p-RPS6, and
p-4E-BP1 were highly expressed in KPCE allograft
tissues compared with those in KPC tissues (Figure 5D).
Meanwhile, IHC for phosphorylated MAPK (p-MAPK)
expression showed no difference betweenKPCE andKPC
allograft tumours (Figure 5D), although the MAPK sig-
nalling pathway was significantly upregulated in KPCE
organoids in the pathway analysis, and p-MAPK expres-
sion by western blotting tended to be higher in KPCE
organoids than in KPC organoids (Figures 3D and 4D).

Additionally, we generated tumour cell lines from
both KPC and KPCE allograft tumours and evaluated
their cellular properties in vitro. KPCE cells showed
remarkably higher migration and invasion rates than
KPC cells (supplementary material, Figure S6A,B).
Furthermore, KPCE cells resulted in more extensive
metastases in the livers of allograft mice than KPC cells
(supplementary material, Figure S6C). These results
indicate that KPCE cells have greater migration, inva-
sion, and metastatic ability than KPC cells. Taken
together, these findings suggest that Elf3 deletion
induces dedifferentiation and mesenchymal phenotype
in gallbladder tumours in mice.

EREG upregulates the EGFR/mTORC1, and the
EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 axis is an important factor in
the formation of the mesenchymal structure of KPCE
allograft tumours
A previous report revealed that, compared with other
EGFR ligands such as EGF and AREG, EREG induces
sustained EGFR signalling upregulation [34]. In addi-
tion, EREG showed more notable change in its mRNA
expression than AREG in our analysis (Figure 3E,F);
therefore, we focused on EREG. To elucidate the func-
tional role of EREG in KPCE organoids, we established
Ereg-knockout KPCE organoids (KPCE-Ereg KO) and
non-targeting KPCE organoids (KPCE-NT) as controls
(Figure 6A). RT-qPCR confirmed that Ereg mRNA
expression was significantly decreased in KPCE-Ereg
KO organoids (Figure 6B). Western blotting showed
that p-EGFR level was decreased in KPCE-Ereg KO
organoids, indicating that the ERBB downstream signal
was attenuated (Figure 6C). Consistent with this finding,
p-4E-BP1 level was decreased in KPCE-Ereg KO
organoids (Figure 6C). On the other hand, the
p-MAPK level was rather increased in KPCE-Ereg KO
organoids (Figure 6C). In addition, the expression of
mesenchymal markers (N-cadherin and SNAI1)
decreased in KPCE-Ereg KO organoids (Figure 6C).
These findings suggest that EREG upregulates the
EGFR/mTORC1 pathway, not MAPK, and participates
in the induction of EMT in murine gallbladder tumour
organoids.

To evaluate the impact of EREG/EGFR/mTORC1
activity on the histological phenotype, we generated
subcutaneous allograft mouse models with KPCE-Ereg
KO and KPCE-NT organoids (Figure 6A). Interestingly,
KPCE-EregKO tumours were significantly smaller than
KPCE-NT tumours (Figure 6D). Histological analysis
revealed that KPCE-Ereg KO tumours mainly showed
tubular structures, whereas KPCE-NT tumours showed
poorly differentiated structures (Figure 6E). IHC
revealed that p-EGFR, p-4E-BP1, and p-RPS6 expres-
sion were lower in KPCE-Ereg KO tumour tissues than
in KPCE-NT tumour tissues (Figure 6E). In addition,
IHC showed decreased expression of N-cadherin and
ZEB1 in KPCE-Ereg KO tumour tissues, indicating that
EMT was suppressed in KPCE-Ereg KO tumours
(Figure 6E). On the other hand, p-MAPK expression in
KPCE-Ereg KO tumours did not clearly differ from that
in KPCE-NT tumours (Figure 6E). These results indicate
that the EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 pathway is an impor-
tant factor in the formation of papillary lesions in the
KPCE gallbladder and the mesenchymal structure of
KPCE allograft tumours and that the mesenchymal phe-
notype of KPCE allograft tumours can be at least par-
tially suppressed by Ereg deletion.

EGFR/mTORC1 inhibition suppresses cell
proliferation and EMT in KPCE organoids
To investigate the pathophysiological role of
EGFR/mTORC1 on Elf3-deleted organoids, we admin-
istered afatinib (an EGFR inhibitor) or rapamycin
(mTORC1 inhibitor) to KPCE organoids. Western blot-
ting confirmed suppression of p-EGFR in KPCE
organoids treated with afatinib and suppression of phos-
phorylated RPS6K (p-RPS6K) and p-4E-BP1 in KPCE
organoids treated with either drug (supplementary mate-
rial, Figure S7A). Moreover, western blotting revealed
the increased expression of E-cadherin in KPCE
organoids treated with afatinib and decreased expression
of N-cadherin, ZEB1, and SNAI1 in KPCE organoids
treated with either drug, suggesting that EGFR/mTORC1
inhibition suppressed EMT (supplementary material,
Figure S7A). In cell proliferation assay, KPCE organoids
treated with either drug showed significantly lower prolif-
eration activity than those treated with DMSO (supple-
mentary material, Figure S7B). These results suggest that
EGFR/mTORC1 signalling plays an important role in
tumour progression and EMT induction in the gallbladder
of KPCE mice, suggesting that EGFR/mTORC1 inhibi-
tion could be a therapeutic option for GBC with an Elf3
mutation.

ELF3 regulates EREG expression and EGFR/mTOR
signalling in human GBC tissues
To determine whether ELF3 expression affected
mTORC1 activity in human GBC tissue, we analysed
the RNA-seq data of human GBC published by Pandey
et al [6]. Most ELF3 mutations were loss-of-function
type; therefore, we divided the samples into wild-type
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ELF3 (ELF3-WT) and mutated ELF3 (ELF3-MT)
groups (n = 92 and 23, respectively) and analysed the
transcript differences between the two groups using

GSEA. Consistent with our mouse model data, gene sets
related to the EGFR, mTOR, and EMT signalling path-
way were significantly enriched in the ELF3-MT group

Figure 6. EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 axis is an important factor in the formation of the mesenchymal structure of KPCE allograft tumours.
(A) Ereg-knockout organoids (KPCE-Ereg KO) and negative control organoids (KPCE-NT) were generated from KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt;
Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) organoids using CRISPR/Cas9 lentivirus system. An allograft mouse model was generated using the organoids. (B) RT-qPCR
analysis of Ereg expression in KPCE-Ereg KO and KPCE-NT organoids (n = 3 each). The expression level of KPCE-Ereg KO organoids is shown as a
ratio relative to that of KPCE-NT organoids. Means ± SEM. *P < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (C) Western blot analysis of KPCE-Ereg KO and KPCE-NT
organoids. (D) Volumes of allograft tumours using KPCE-Ereg KO and KPCE-NT organoids (n = 4 in each group). Means ± SEM. *P < 0.05,
Student’s t-test. (E) Representative H&E staining and immunostaining for EREG, p-EGFR, p-RPS6, p-4E-BP1, p-MAPK, E-cadherin, N-cadherin,
and ZEB1 in allograft tumour tissues of KPCE-Ereg KO and KPCE-NT organoids. Insets show higher-magnification images. Scale bars, 100 μm.
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(supplementary material, Figure S8A). Furthermore,
there was a mild negative correlation between ELF3
and EREG mRNA expression in the ELF3-WT group
(supplementary material, Figure S8B). In addition,
high EREG expression also significantly upregulated
the gene sets related to EGFR, mTORC1, and EMT
(supplementary material, Figure S8C). These find-
ings suggest that ELF3 regulates EREG expression
and the EGFR/mTOR signalling pathway in
human GBC.

Lastly, we evaluated ELF3/EREG/EGFR/mTORC1
activity in human GBC tissues using IHC. Out of
85 GBC cases, we selected the 47 cases with a T stage
of T2 or greater, for which the tissues included both
intraepithelial/submucosal portions and invasive por-
tions. We semi-quantitatively evaluated the staining
intensities of ELF3, EREG, p-EGFR, and p-4E-BP1 by
IHC (supplementary material, Figure S8D) and found
that ELF3 expression was significantly reduced in inva-
sive portions compared with that in intraepithelial por-
tions of the tumour. Furthermore, p-4E-BP1 expression
was significantly increased, and p-EGFR expression
tended to be higher in invasive portions than in
intraepithelial/submucosal portions, consistent with our
observations with the mouse models. Meanwhile, EREG
staining intensity did not differ between intraepithelial/
submucosal and invasive portions. Collectively, these
results also support the idea that ELF3 regulates EGFR/
mTORC1 activity.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that Elf3 deletion pro-
moted tumour progression and EMT in mice via direct
Ereg upregulation and subsequent EGFR/mTORC1 sig-
nalling pathway activation. Although previous reports
showed that ELF3 acted as a tumour suppressor in
GBC [6], the underlying molecular mechanism has not
been fully elucidated. With the use of an in vivo mouse
model, this study provides insights into the functional
roles of ELF3 in GBC.

We investigated the clinical significance of ELF3
expression in GBC using human samples and showed
that low ELF3 expression in GBC was associated with
advanced clinical stage and deep tumour invasion.
Additionally, the OS of the low ELF3 expression
group tended to be shorter than that of the high-
ELF3-expression group in human GBC. Consistent
with previous reports, these results suggest that ELF3
functions as a tumour suppressor in human GBC
development [6,21].

We further analysed the role of ELF3 in GBC using
mouse models. Elf3 deletion resulted in tumour pro-
gression in the gallbladder under the condition of
Kras oncogenic activation and Trp53 inactivation.
Specifically, organoids derived from Elf3-deleted
gallbladder tumours demonstrated dedifferentiation
and EMT. Moreover, transcriptome analysis showed

upregulation of the ERBB signalling pathway. In
general, alterations in the ERBB family have been
identified in various cancers and are involved in cancer
progression [9]. Regarding GBC, somatic ERBB family
mutations occurred at a rate of 36.8%, and GBC patients
with ERBB pathwaymutations had a worse outcome [4].
In a mouse model, constitutive ERBB2 expression in
gallbladder epithelium led to gallbladder adenocarci-
noma development [35]. Considering these reports,
ERBB is one of the most important signalling pathways
in GBC.
Among the ERBB signalling pathway-related genes,

we focused on Ereg and found that ELF3 negatively
regulated Ereg expression via direct interaction with its
promoter region. Moreover, Ereg deletion suppressed
tumour growth and EMT through EGFR/mTORC1
downregulation. EREG is upregulated in various can-
cers, and its expression correlates with tumour cell growth,
invasiveness, and metastasis [36–39]. By contrast, the role
of EREG in GBC has not yet been elucidated. Our results
suggest that EREG is a key factor for GBC development
through EGFR/mTORC1 upregulation, and ELF3 plays
an important role by regulating its expression.
To verify the significance of EGFR/mTORC1 in

Elf3-deleted gallbladder tumours, we administered an
inhibitor of EGFR or mTORC1 to KPCE organoids
in vitro, which suppressed proliferation and EMT in
KPCE organoids, suggesting that EGFR/mTORC1
assume a crucial role in development and EMT induc-
tion in Elf3-deleted gallbladder tumours. Although the
therapeutic effect of EGFR or mTORC1 inhibition on
human GBC samples was not evaluated in this study, we
found that gene sets related to EGFR, mTOR, and EMT
were significantly enriched in human GBC with ELF3
mutations. Moreover, IHC analyses showed that
ELF3 deletion was correlated with EGFR/mTORC1
activity and tumour invasion in human GBC tissues.
Considering that Elf3 deletion leads to EGFR/
mTORC1 upregulation, EGFR/mTORC1 inhibition
can be an effective therapeutic option for human GBC
with ELF3 alterations. However, further investigation is
essential to verify the therapeutic effects in human GBC.
Concerning the EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 axis, some

issues remain unelucidated in this study. First, the
mTOR signal is frequently activated in human GBC,
and high mTOR activation is correlated with the inva-
sive and migratory capacity of GBC cell lines and poor
prognosis of human GBC patients [40,41]; however, the
molecular mechanism by which mTORC1 induces EMT
has not been fully clarified. A previous report revealed
that loss of 4E-BP1 function induced EMT via transla-
tional activation of SNAI1, which repressed E-cadherin
expression and was, thus, considered a key regulator of
EMT [42]. In our study, Snai1 mRNA and SNAI1
expression was higher in KPCE than in KPC organoids.
In addition, Ereg deletion or EGFR/mTORC1 inhibition
in KPCE organoids decreased SNAI1 expression. These
results suggest that SNAI1 might play an important role
in inducing EMT as the downstream molecule of
the EREG/EGFR/mTORC1 axis in KPCE organoids.
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Further studies on the relationship between mTORC1
and EMT are needed. Second, AMPK activity was
downregulated in KPCE organoids; however, the
molecular interaction between AMPK and the
ELF3/EREG/EGFR axis has not yet been elucidated.
In lung cancer, inhibition of the EGFR tyrosine kinase
inhibits glucose uptake and reduces intracellular ATP
levels through liver kinase B1 (LKB1), which induces
AMPK activation [43], consistent with our results.
Therefore, EGFR signalling might suppress AMPK acti-
vation through LKB1 downregulation. Because EGFR
activity was upregulated in the KPCE organoids in our
study, EGFR activation might also induce AMPK sup-
pression in gallbladder tumours. However, the role of
AMPK and its association with the ELF3/EREG/EGFR
axis in GBC requires further investigation. Third, EREG
is a ligand of EGFR, and EREG loss can induce
downregulation of MAPK and mTORC1 signalling.
Upon comparing KPC and KPCE organoids, we found
that both MAPK and mTORC1 were upregulated in
KPCE organoids; however, MAPK was upregulated in
KPCE-Ereg KO organoids, in contrast to mTORC1.
This contradiction could be explained by the MAPK-
mTORC1 feedback loop. A previous report revealed that
mTORC1 inhibition led to MAPK activation through a
PI3K-dependent feedback loop [44]. In our study, phos-
phorylated PI3K was upregulated in KPCE-Ereg KO
organoids (Figure 6C), indicating that MAPK was acti-
vated through the negative feedback loop. Furthermore,
in the allograft mouse models using KPCE-EregKO and
KPCE-NT organoids, mTORC1 rather than MAPK was
suggested to play an important role in inducing EMT. On
the other hand, EGFR inhibition, which led to the inhibi-
tion of both MAPK and mTORC1, induced E-cadherin
upregulation and N-cadherin downregulation compared
with mTORC1 inhibition alone in the in vitro inhibitor
experiment of KPCE organoids, suggesting that EMTwas
suppressed more through dual inhibition of MAPK and
mTORC1 than through mTORC1 inhibition alone. This
indicates that MAPK may also play an important role in
EMT. It is clear from our and previous findings that the
MAPK and mTORC1 signalling pathways have an inti-
mate and complicated relationship and are important fac-
tors in GBC, which warrants a more detailed investigation
of these pathways. Fourth, unlike p-EGFR and p-4E-BP1,
EREG staining intensity did not differ in comparison
between intraepithelial/submucosal and invasive portions
in humanGBC tissues.While this result is contradictory to
the result of human GBC RNA-seq data, it suggests that
molecules other than EREG, such as AREG or EGF,
might also play important roles between ELF3 and
EGFR/mTORC1 in human GBC, and further study on
human GBC is essential.
To develop tumours in the murine gallbladder, we

induced oncogenic KrasG12D and Trp53R172H mutation.
TP53 is the most frequently mutated gene in GBC, and
KRAS mutation is observed in 4–8% of cases, and
several altered genes have been identified in the
ERBB/RAS/PI3K pathway [4,6]. Therefore, we believe
that this combination of gene mutations satisfyingly

imitates the mutation profile of human GBC. Whereas
these mutations could lead to the development of pre-
cancerous lesions in gallbladder, the mice harbouring
these mutations died from pancreatic cancers before
gallbladder lesions progressed into advanced cancers.
As an alternative method, we used a subcutaneously
implanted allograft mouse model. This model could
generate invasive cancers derived from KPC and
KPCE organoids. However, this approach has the
demerit of changes in the tumour growth environment,
which is also a limitation of our study. Therefore, estab-
lishment of a well-refined GBC mouse model is needed.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ELF3
functions as a tumour suppressor in a gallbladder
tumour mouse model by directly downregulating Ereg
expression and consequently downregulating the
EGFR/mTORC1 signalling pathway. Further studies
are warranted to elucidate the functional role of ELF3
in human GBC.
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ELF3 suppresses gallbladder cancer development through downregulation of the 

EREG/EGFR/mTOR complex 1 signalling pathway 

T Nakamura et al. J Pathol https://doi.org/10.1002/path.6144 

 

Supplementary material online 

Supplementary Figures S1–S8 

Supplementary Tables S1 provided as a separate Excel file 

Supplementary Tables S2, S3 

 

 

Supplementary materials and methods 

Reference numbers refer to the main text list. 

 

Allograft mouse models 

For the subcutaneous tumour model, 10 and 15 NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/Jcl mice at 4–6 weeks of 

age were used in the Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D; Trp53R172H; Elf3wt/wt (KPC) and Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D; 

Trp53R172H; Elf3f/f (KPCE) group, respectively. Organoid cells (1 × 106) were suspended in 100 µl 

medium and growth factor-reduced Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA, #356230) (1:1 

mixture) and subcutaneously injected into a flank. 

For the liver metastasis model, three NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/Jcl mice at 4–6 weeks of age were used 



2 

 

in each group. Allograft tumour cells (5 × 105) were suspended in 50 µl of medium and injected 

into the spleen. After 4 weeks, the mice were sacrificed using CO2. Liver metastases and whole 

liver areas were manually measured using ImageJ software (version 1.53f, National Institutes of 

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA, RRID: SCR_003070) from the maximum sectioned surface of each 

lobe, and the ratio of each total was calculated. All cell injection procedures were performed under 

anaesthesia and analgesia with isoflurane (Wako, Osaka, Japan, #099-06571) and buprenorphine 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, #BP1062), respectively.  

 

Histology 

Mouse tissues were fixed in 10% neutral phosphate-buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin wax, 

and cut into 5-µm-thick sections. The sections were stained with haematoxylin (Sigma-Aldrich) 

and eosin (Wako) for histological analysis. For immunohistochemistry (IHC), antigen retrieval 

was performed by boiling the sections in either 10 mM citric acid buffer (pH 6.0) or EDTA buffer 

(pH 8.0). After blocking in blocking solution (Dako, Santa Clara, CA, USA, #X0909), the sections 

were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C. Immunoperoxidase labelling was 

performed using the EnVision+ kit (Dako, #K4001 and #K4003) or the VECTASTAIN Elite ABC 

kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA, #PK-6105). The sections were stained with 

Liquid DAB+ Substrate Chromogen System (Dako, #K3468), followed by counterstaining with 

haematoxylin. For 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactoside (X-gal) staining, fresh tissues 



3 

 

were fixed for 1 h at 4 °C in PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde, 5 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, 

0.2% glutaraldehyde, and 0.02% NP-40. The tissues were then incubated with the staining 

substrate [PBS containing 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K4Fe(CN)6, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.02% NP-40, 

0.1% sodium deoxycholate, and 1 mg/ml X-gal] overnight at 20–26 °C. After fixation and paraffin 

embedding, the sections were counterstained using Nuclear Fast Red (ScyTek Laboratories, 

Logan, UT, USA, #NFS500). Detailed information for the antibodies used is provided in  

supplementary material, Table S2. 

In the histological analysis of the gallbladder, we calculated the occupancy rate of papillary 

lesions in the gallbladder lumen using ImageJ as follows: 1 –inner-gallbladder cavity area/area 

enclosed by outermost layer of gallbladder wall. 

 

Organoids and cell lines 

Organoids were established from murine tissues as follows. The murine gallbladder was detached 

carefully from the gallbladder bed of the liver and then resected by cutting the cystic duct. The 

common bile duct between the junction of the cystic and common hepatic duct and the upper edge 

of the pancreas were resected. Resected tissues were washed in PBS, minced into small pieces, 

and digested with 1 mg/ml collagenase D (Roche, Basel, Switzerland, #11088866001) suspended 

in DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, #11965092) for 15 min at 37 °C. The 

tissue suspension was then passed through a 100-µm cell strainer, washed with DMEM 
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supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, Dublin, Ireland), and embedded in Matrigel. For organoid 

culture, advanced DMEM/F12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #12634010) was supplemented with 

1% penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic stock solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #15140122), 

10 mM HEPES (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #15630080), 1% GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

#35050061), 1 mM N-acetyl-L-cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich, #PHR1098), B27 (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, #17504044), 10 mM nicotinamide (Sigma-Aldrich, #N-3376), and 10 μM Y-27632 

(Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK, #1254). For the drug administration experiments, afatinib (Tokyo 

Chemical Industry, Tokyo, Japan, #A2870) and rapamycin (LC laboratories, Woburn, MA, USA, 

#R-5000) were dissolved in DMSO (Wako, #049-07213) and added to the medium at 

concentrations of 1 and 10 µM, respectively. The proteins were extracted from the organoids after 

a 6-h incubation. Organoids were passaged every 5–7 days, depending on their growth, during 

which the Matrigel was dissolved by incubation in TrypLE (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #12605036) 

for 10 min at 37 °C. After washing with DMEM, the cells were centrifuged at 300 × g for 5 min 

and resuspended and embedded in Matrigel. Cell lines were cultured in advanced DMEM/F12 

supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin stock solution and 1% GlutaMAX. All organoids 

and cell lines were cultured at 37 °C under 5% CO2. The primers used for genotyping are listed 

in supplementary material, Table S3. 

 

Lentivirus transfection 



5 

 

For lentiviral production, 7–8 × 106 HEK293T cells were transfected with pCAG-HIVgp and 

pCMV-VSV-G-RSV-Rev lentiviral packaging plasmids (#RDB04394 and #RDB04393, provided 

by RIKEN BRC through the National BioResource Project, Japan) and lentiviral transfer plasmids. 

The lentiviral transfer plasmids were produced using GatewayTM LR clonaseTM Enzyme Mix 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, #10694223) from CSII-EF-RfA-IRES-Puro (#RDB12869, provided 

by RIKEN BRC) and pDONR221-Elf3 (for Elf3 overexpression, produced by Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) plasmids. For Ereg deletion, the CRISPR/Cas9 system was used. Vector plasmids for 

Ereg deletion (#GSGM11941-24865803) and non-target deletion (#GSGC11953) were purchased 

from Horizon Discovery (Cambridge, UK). The transfected HEK293T cells were cultured for 48 h. 

The culture supernatants were collected, filtered, concentrated using PEG-it Virus Precipitation 

solution (System Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA, USA, #LV810A-1), and resuspended in PBS. For 

infection, cell pellets were resuspended in medium containing 5 µg/ml polybrene and viral 

solution, and the cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 × g for 30 min at 32 °C. 

 

RNA isolation and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) 

RNA was extracted using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany, #74104). Library 

construction and sequencing were performed by Macrogen Japan (Tokyo, Japan) using TruSeq 

Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA, #20020594) and NovaSeq 

6000 platform (Illumina, RRID: SCR_016387). Raw reads were aligned to the reference genome 
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sequence (GRCm38/mm10) using HISAT2 (RRID: SCR_015530) [45], and the total mapped raw 

read numbers were calculated using Stringtie (RRID: SCR_016323) [46]. The normalized mRNA 

expression level of each gene was calculated using the trimmed mean of the M-values algorithm, 

and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were extracted using the edgeR program (RRID: 

SCR_012802) in the default setting [47]. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed 

using GSEA software (RRID: SCR_003199) and the Molecular Signature Database (RRID: 

SCR_016863) provided by the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard [48,49]. DEGs were defined 

as genes satisfying expression |fold change| ≥ 2 and exact paired t-test raw P-value < 0.05. 

Pathway analysis for the DEGs was performed using DAVID 2021 (RRID: SCR_001881) [50,51]. 

The RNA-seq data generated in this study are publicly available in the DNA Data Bank of Japan 

Sequence Read Archive under Accession No. DRA014895. 

 

Western blot analysis 

Organoids were homogenized in cell lysis buffer (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA, 

#9803) supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Cell Signaling Technology, #5871) and 

PhosSTOP (Roche, #4906837001). The protein extracts were boiled in Laemmli sample buffer 

(Bio-Rad, Tokyo, Japan, #1610747) supplemented with 2.5% mercaptoethanol, fractionated on 

sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, #4561086), and transferred to 

polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Bio-Rad, #1620174). After blocking with 10% dry 
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skimmed milk in PBS, the membranes were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C, 

followed by incubation with secondary antibodies. SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity 

Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #0034095) was used to visualize the protein bands using a 

Trans-Blot® TurboTM system (Bio-Rad, RRID: SCR_019036) following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Detailed information on the antibodies used is provided in supplementary material, 

Table S2. 

 

RT-qPCR 

Single-strand cDNA was synthesized from the extracted RNA using ReverTra Ace qPCR RT 

Master Mix (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan, #FSQ-201). RT-qPCR was performed using SYBR Green 

Master Mix (Roche, #4312704) and a LightCycler 480 platform (Roche, RRID: SCR_012155). 

The expression level of the indicated genes was standardized according to the expression level of 

Gapdh. The primers used are listed in supplementary material, Table S3. 

 

ChIP 

ChIP was performed using a SimpleChIP Plus Enzymatic Chromatin IP Kit (Cell Signaling 

Technology, #502050909) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Input DNA was collected 

from the sheared chromatin before immunoprecipitation. Immunoprecipitation was performed 

with normal rabbit IgG (provided in the kit) as a control and anti-ELF3 antibody (Thermo Fisher 
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Scientific, #PA5-47776, 1:500). The antibodies and primers are listed in Table S2 and S3, 

respectively. Primer sets were designed such that the amplified sequences included the binding 

motif of the ETS domain (GGAA/T)—a DNA-binding domain shared by all members of the ETS 

family, including ELF3. 

 

Cell proliferation assay 

Cell proliferation assay was performed using PrestoBlue Cell Viability Reagent (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, #A13262) following the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, organoids (5 × 103 

cells/well) were seeded in 96-well plates. The absorbance at 570 and 595 nm was measured using 

a plate reader after 1-h incubation with the medium containing the reagent. The proliferation 

values were calculated as follows: (absorbance at 570 nm of organoid-containing well – 

absorbance at 595 nm of organoid-containing well) − (absorbance at 570 nm of empty well − 

absorbance at 595 nm of empty well)/(absorbance at 570 nm of organoid-containing well on day 

0 – absorbance at 595 nm of organoid-containing well on day 0) − (absorbance at 570 nm of empty 

well on day 0 − absorbance at 595 nm of empty well on day 0). 

 

Scratch assay 

The cells were seeded in 6-cm dishes and grown into a confluent monolayer. After washing with 

PBS, the cells were incubated in DMEM containing 0.5% FBS for 24 h. After scratching with a 
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200-µl micropipette tip, cells were incubated in DMEM containing 0.5% FBS. Cell migration was 

measured 24 h after scratching. The wound closure percentage was quantified using ImageJ 

software. Three replicates were performed for each experiment. 

 

Invasion assay 

Invasion assays were performed using a Corning BioCoat Matrigel Invasion Chamber (Corning, 

Corning, NY, USA) in 24-well plates, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, cells 

(1.5 × 105 cells/well) were seeded in serum-free DMEM in the upper chambers, and the bottom 

chambers were filled with DMEM containing 10% FBS. After a 30-h incubation, cells that 

penetrated the membrane were fixed with methanol and stained with haematoxylin. The number 

of invading cells was manually counted from middle-power magnification (×200) images. The 

mean score was calculated from the three images. 

 

Analysis of human GBC RNA-seq data 

The RNA-seq data for human GBC were obtained from The European Genome-Phenome Archive 

(Accession No.: EGAS00001003004) [6]. Each FASTQ file was aligned to the reference genome 

sequence (GRCh37/hg19), and the total mapped raw read numbers were calculated using the 

Genomon RNA pipeline [52,53]. The normalized mRNA expression level of each gene was 

calculated using the trimmed mean of M-values algorithm with the TCC package 
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(RRID:SCR_001779) [54], and the DEGs were determined using edgeR in the default setting. 
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Supplementary Figures S1–S8 

 

 
 

Figure S1. Gene recombination in extrahepatic biliary epithelial cells confirmed using X- 

gal staining in the biliary tract of Pdx1-Cre; Rosa26LSL-LacZ mice. 

(A) Gross appearance of extrahepatic biliary duct (EHBD) and gallbladder of Pdx1-Cre; 

Rosa26LSL-LacZ mice at 4 weeks of age with X-gal staining. Yellow arrowheads indicate EHBD and 

gallbladder. (B) X-gal staining in EHBD and gallbladder tissues of Pdx1-Cre; Rosa26LSL-LacZ mice 

at 4 weeks of age. Scale bars, 100 μm.  
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Figure S2. ELF3 is not essential for development and maintenance of extrahepatic biliary tract in mice. 

(A) Genetic design of Elf3 WT (Pdx1-Cre; Elf3wt/wt) and Elf3 KO (Pdx1-Cre; Elf3f/f) mice. Arrowheads indicate 

loxP sites. (B) Gross appearance of EHBD and gallbladder of Elf3 WT and KO mice at 4 weeks of age. Yellow 

arrowheads indicate EHBD. (C–D) H&E staining and immunostaining for ELF3 in EHBD and gallbladder 

tissues of Elf3 WT and KO mice at 4 weeks (C) and 1 year (D) of age. The insets show high-magnification 

images. Scale bars, 100 μm.   
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Figure S3. Elf3 deletion does not cause tumour formation in gallbladder in context of Trp53 

mutation in mice. (A) Genetic design of PC (Pdx1-Cre; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3wt/wt) and PCE mice 

(Pdx1-Cre; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f). Arrowheads indicate loxP sites. Cre-mediated deletion induces 

a monoallelic mutation in Trp53 and biallelic deletion of Elf3. (B) Gross appearance of EHBD 

and gallbladder of PC and PCE mice at 40–45 weeks of age. Yellow arrowheads indicate EHBD. 

(C) H&E staining in EHBD and gallbladder tissues of PC and PCE mice at 40–45 weeks of age. 

Insets show higher-magnification images. Scale bars, 100 μm.  
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Figure S4. Genotyping and RT-qPCR analysis verifying origins of organoids. (A) Genotyping 

of recombined KrasG12D and Trp53R172H alleles in KPC (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; 

Elf3wt/wt) and KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) organoids (n = 3 in each group). 

DNA for negative control (NC) and positive control (PC) was extracted from tail of a KPC mouse 

and pancreatic cancer cell line derived from KPC mouse, respectively. (B) Organoids were 

generated separately from gallbladder and common bile duct tissues of KPC and KPCE mice at 

10–11 weeks of age. KPC-C, organoids derived from common bile duct of KPC mice; KPC-G, 

organoids derived from gallbladder of KPC mice; KPCE-C, organoids derived from common bile 

duct of KPCE mice; KPCE-G, organoids derived from gallbladder of KPCE mice. (C) RT-qPCR 

analysis of Sox17, Slc28a3, and Kcne3 expression in KPC-C, KPC-G, KPCE-C, and KPCE-G 

organoids (n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, Student’s t-test.  
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Figure S5. EGFR signalling regulates mTORC1 activity through PI3K/AKT and AMPK. 

Western blot analysis of KPCE organoids cultured with EGFR inhibitor afatinib.  
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Figure S6. Dedifferentiation and epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) are induced in 

KPCE allograft tumour cells in vitro. (A) Representative images and quantification of wound 

areas in scratch assay (n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. Scale bars, 500 μm. *p < 0.05, 

Student’s t-test. (B) Representative images and quantification of invaded cells in invasion assay 

(n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. Scale bars, 200 μm. *p < 0.05, Student’s t-test. (C) 

Representative images (macrographs and sectional views at low magnification, scale bars, 1 mm) 
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and area ratios of liver metastases to whole liver (n = 3 in each group). Means ± SEM. *p < 0.05, 

Student’s t-test.  
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Figure S7. EGFR/mTORC1 inhibition suppresses cell proliferation and EMT in KPCE 

organoids. (A) Western blot analysis of KPCE (Pdx1-Cre; KrasG12D/wt; Trp53R172H/wt; Elf3f/f) 

organoids treated with afatinib, rapamycin, or DMSO. (B) Cell proliferation assay of KPCE 

organoids treated with afatinib, rapamycin, or DMSO (n = 3 in each group). Proliferation values 

were calculated as follows: (absorbance at 570 nm of organoid-containing well − absorbance at 

595 nm of organoid-containing well) − (absorbance at 570 nm of empty well – absorbance at 

595 nm of empty well)/(absorbance at 570 nm of organoid-containing well on day 0 − absorbance 

at 595 nm of organoid-containing well on day 0) − (absorbance at 570 nm of empty well on day 

0 − absorbance at 595 nm of empty well on day 0). Means ± SEM. **p < 0.01, one-way ANOVA 

test.   
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Figure S8. Gene sets related to EGFR, mTOR, and EMT are significantly enriched in human 

GBC tissues with ELF3 mutations. (A) Enrichment plots from GSEA showing that the 

signalling pathways related to EGFR, mTOR, and EMT were upregulated in mutated ELF3 

(ELF3-MT) group (n = 23) in comparison with those in wild-type ELF3 (ELF3-WT) group (n = 

93). Normalized enrichment score (NES), nominal p value, and false discovery rate (FDR) are 

shown in each plot. (B) Dot plot showing correlation between ELF3 and EREG mRNA expression 

in human GBC tissues (n = 113). Correlation coefficient (r) = –0.262; p = 0.005. (C) Enrichment 

plots from GSEA showing that the signalling pathways related to EGFR, mTORC1, and EMT 

were upregulated in the high EREG expression group (highest 40 cases of EREG expression) in 

comparison with those in the low EREG expression group (lowest 40 cases). NES, nominal p 

value, and FDR are shown in each plot. (D) Representative images of IHC for ELF3, EREG, p-

EGFR, and p-4E-BP1 in intraepithelial/submucosal and invasive portions of human GBC; the 

graphs show the IHC staining intensity for ELF3, EREG, p-EGFR, and p-4E-BP1 between 

intraepithelial and invasive portions in human GBC tissues (n = 47). Insets show higher-

magnification images. Scale bars, 100 μm. Means ± SEM. **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001, Paired t-

test.  
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Supplementary Tables 

 

Supplementary Tables S1 provided as a separate Excel file 

 

Table S2. Antibodies for IHC, western blotting, and ChIP assay used in this study. 

Antibodies Supplier 
Catalogue 

No. 
Dilution 

Mouse ELF3 (IHC, ChIP) Invitrogen* PA5-47776 
1:300 (IHC) 

1:500 (ChIP) 

Human ELF3 (IHC) Sigma-Aldrich HPA003479 1:200 

E cadherin (IHC, WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
3195 

1:200 (IHC) 

1:1000 (WB) 

N cadherin (IHC, WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
13116 

1:100 (IHC) 

1:1000 (WB) 

ZEB1 (IHC, WB) Sigma-Aldrich HPA027524 
1:1000 (IHC) 

1:2500 (WB) 

Mouse EREG (IHC) Santa Cruz† sc-376284 1:50 

Human EREG (IHC) R&D systems‡ AF1195 1:100 

EGFR (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4267 1:1000 

Phospho-EGFR (Try1068) (D7A5) (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
3777 1:1000 

Phospho-EGFR (Try1068) (IHC) Abcam§ ab40815 1:200 

PI3K p85 (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4257 1:500 

Phospho-PI3K p85 (Tyr458)/p55 (Tyr199) 

(WB) 

Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4228 1:500 

AKT (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4691 1:1000 

Phospho-AKT (ser473) (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4060 1:2000 
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Phospho-RPS6 (ser235/236) (D57.2.2E) 

(IHC) 

Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4858 1:200 

RPS6K (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
2708 1:1000 

Phospho-RPS6K (Thr389) (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
9205 1:1000 

4E-BP1 (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
9644 1:1000 

Phospho-4E-BP1 (IHC, WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
2855 

1:1000 (IHC) 

1:1000 (WB) 

p44/42 MAPK 1/2 (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
9102 1:1000 

Phospho-p44/42 MAPK 1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204) 

(IHC, WB) 

Cell Signaling 

Technology 
4370 

1:300 (IHC) 

1:2000 (WB) 

AMPKα (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
2532 1:1000 

Phospho-AMPKα (Thr172) (40H9) (WB) 
Cell Signaling 

Technology 
2535 1:1000 

SNAI1 (WB) Proteintech¶ 13099-1-AP 1:500 

β-actin (WB) Abcam ab6276 1:5000 

Mouse IgG HRP Linked Whole Ab (WB) Cytiva** NA931 1:4000 

Donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) Cross-

Absorbed, HRP (WB) 

Thermo Fisher 

Scientific 
31458 1:10000 

WB, western blotting. 

* Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA. 

† Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA. 

‡ R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA 

§ Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

¶ Proteintech, Rosemont, IL, USA 

** Cytiva, Tokyo, Japan  
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Table S3. Primer sets for RT-qPCR, ChIP, and genotyping used in this study. 

Gene 

symbols 
Forward Reverse 

RT-qPCR 

Elf3 TCCTCCGACTACCTTTGGCA ATCAGTCCTGTCCCTTTGGG 

Ereg CTGCCTCTTGGGTCTTGACG GCGGTACAGTTATCCTCGGATTC 

Areg GGTCTTAGGCTCAGGCCATTA CGCTTATGGTGGAAACCTCTC 

Gapdh AGGTCGGTGTGAACGGATTTG TGTAGACCATGTAGTTGAGGTCA 

Cdh1 AAAAGAAGGDTGTCCTTGGC GAGGTCTACACCTTCCCGGT 

Cdh2 CAGGGTGGACGTCATTGTAG AGGGTCTCCACCACTGATTC 

Zeb1 GCTGGCAAGACAACGTGAAAG GCCTCAGGATAAATGACGGC 

Snai1 CACACGCTGCCTTGTGTCT GGTCAGCAAAAGCACGGTT 

Cd133 ACTGGGGCTGTGTGGAAAG GCATTGAAGGTATCTTGGGTCTC 

Sox17 GATGCGGGATACGCCAGTG CCACCTCGCCTTTCACCTTTA 

Slc28a3 GACCTTGAACGGCAGAACACT CTTTGTTTCCTAGAGGCTCCTG 

Kcne3 ATGGAGACTTCCAACGGGACT CCGGCAGAGCAAGTGACTG 

ChIP 

Ereg 

promoter 
AGAGCAAACCAACCCATCTG CTAGGCACGCGAGGACTTAC 

Areg 

promoter 
GGAGTCCTTTAGCGCTTCGT TACGCGGGGAGAAACTTTCC 

Genotyping 

KrasG12D ATGTCTTTCCCCAGCACAGT TCCGAATTCAGTGACTACAGATG 

Trp53R172H GCCTTGCACCTTTCCAACTG CTTGGAGACATAGCCACACTG 
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Table S1. Clinical information of 85 patients with GBC



1 68 F 0 Is 0 0 tub1 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,642 Death

2 72 F IIA 2 0 0 tub1 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 1,371 Death

3 80 F IIB 2 0 0 pap 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 5,403 Censored

4 61 F IIIA 3a 0 0 adsq 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 162 Death

5 63 M IIIA 3a 0 0 asc 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 495 Death

6 73 M IIIA 3a 0 0 tub2-por 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 98 Death

7 77 M IVB 4a 0 1 NA 0 BSC
Metastatic

lesion
- 9 Censored

8 81 F IIIB 3a 1 0 tub2-por 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,084 Death

9 63 F IVB 4b 1 1 NA 0 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 82 Death

10 70 M IVB 3 1 1 tub2 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 205 Death

11 81 M IVB 3a 1 1 undiff 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 50 Death

12 71 F IB 1b 0 0 tub1 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,531 Censored

13 70 M IVB 3b 1 1 tub1 0 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 391 Censored

14 54 M 0 Is 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,826 Censored

15 66 M 0 Is 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 10 Censored

16 81 M 0 Is 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,206 Censored

17 59 M 0 Is 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 4,959 Censored

18 88 M IB 1b 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 147 Censored

19 65 M IIA 2 0 0 MANEC 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 2,036 Censored

20 66 M IIB 2 0 0 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 2,508 Censored

21 74 F IIB 2 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 3,576 Death

22 79 M IIB 2 0 0 tub1>pap 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,692 Censored

23 55 F IIIA 3 0 0 pap, tub1, tub3 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 4,209 Censored

24 67 M IIIA 3a 0 0 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 2,047 Censored

25 80 F IIIA 3b 0 0 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,819 Censored

26 74 F IIIA 3b 0 0 tub2>por2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 642 Death

27 44 M IIIB 3a 1 0 pap>tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 619 Death

28 59 F IIIB 3a 1 0 tub2>pap>por1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 421 Death

29 61 F IIIB 2 1 0 pap>tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 462 Death

30 71 F IIIB 3b 1 0 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 1,160 Death

31 76 F IIIB 2 1 0 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,162 Censored

32 85 F IIIB 3a 1 0 cs 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 228 Death

33 59 F IVA 4b 1 0 tub2>1, por 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 466 Death

34 54 M IVB 3a 1 1 por 1 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 160 Death

35 61 F IVB 4a 1 1 tub3 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 482 Death

37 68 M IVB 3a 1 1 adenocarcinoma 1 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 576 Death

38 70 M IVB 3a 1 1 adenocarcinoma 1 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 313 Death

39 72 F IVB 3b 1 1 tub2 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 393 Death

40 74 M IVB 3a 1 1 NA 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 762 Death

41 56 M IVB 3a 2 1 tub2>por 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 41 Death

42 61 M IVA 4a 1 0 por-undiff 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 14 Death

43 59 M 0 is 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 388 Censored

44 72 M IIA 2 0 0 tub1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,167 Censored

45 64 M IVB 3a 1 1 tub2>pap 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 332 Death

Interval to
death or
censored

Death or
censored

Sample Age Sex Stage N stage M stage

1

Main
histological type

ELF3 staining
intensity

Evaluated
tissue

Recurrence
after resection

Death

Supplementary Table S1. Clinical information of 85 patients with GBC.

T Stage
Initial

treatment

tub2+undiff1 1 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 12036 68 F IVB 3a



46 78 F 0 is 0 0 pap 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 3,200 Death

47 67 F I 1b 0 0 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,428 Censored

48 68 M IA 1a 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 3,580 Censored

49 77 F IB 1b 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 5,804 Censored

50 79 M IB 1b 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,852 Censored

51 65 M IIA 2 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,112 Censored

52 77 F IIA 2 0 0 tub1>pap 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 4,521 Censored

53 53 F IIB 2 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 4,684 Censored

54 67 F IIB 2 0 0 pap, tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 1,324 Death

55 72 F IIB 2b 0 0 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 5,976 Death

56 78 M IIB 2 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 3,660 Death

57 78 M IIB 2 0 0 tub1-2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 2,708 Censored

58 82 F IIB 2 0 0 tub1-2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 1,444 Death

59 79 F IIIA 3a 0 0 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 1,713 Death

60 62 F IVB 4a 0 1 tub2 2 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 212 Death

61 79 M IIIB 2 1 0 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 326 Death

62 55 M IVB 3a 1 1 scc 2 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 63 Death

63 57 M IVB 4b 1 1 tub2-por 2 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 157 Death

64 65 F IVB 3a 1 1 tub1 2 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 799 Death

65 71 F IVB 2 1 1 tub3 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 350 Death

66 74 M IVB 4a 1 1 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 702 Death

67 77 F IVB 3a 1 1 adenocarcinoma 2 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 371 Death

68 83 F IVB 3 2 1 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 240 Death

69 43 M 0 is 0 0 tub1 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 540 Censored

70 84 F IIB 2 0 0 tub2, por 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 3,334 Death

71 85 F IIB 2 0 0 tub2 2 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 566 Death

72 72 M 0 is 0 0 Pap 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 391 Censored

73 49 F IA 1a 0 0 pap, tub1 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 4,034 Censored

74 78 F IB 1b 0 0 pap>tub1 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 827 Censored

75 65 F IIA 2 0 0 tub2 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 357 Censored

76 66 M IIB 2 0 0 pap>tub1>por2 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 538 Censored

77 78 M IIB 2 0 0 tub1 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 648 Censored

78 73 F IIIA 3a 0 0 tub2 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 5,211 Censored

79 68 F IVB 4a 0 1 adenocarcinoma 3 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 572 Death

80 72 F IIIB 2 1 0 tub1, pap 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 408 Death

81 60 F IVB 3 1 1 tub2>tub3>pap 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

Yes 1,222 Death

82 75 M IVB 4a 1 1 adenocarcinoma 3 Chemotherapy
Metastatic

lesion
- 111 Death

83 88 F 0 is 0 0 pap 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 471 Death

84 73 F IIA 2 0 0 pap>tub2 3 Surgery
Primary
lesion

No 906 Censored

85 63 M IIIB 3a 1 0 tub1 3 Surgery
Metastatic

lesion
No 4,441 Censored

BSC, best supportive care; NA, Not available.
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